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For Dr. Jerome A. Goldstein, the numbers keep adding up. The
noted mathematician, considered one of the world's leading experts

spirit and to create a sense of identity among 0U^lnc°m,nh^nS^cehnvear will
Through the "Memphis Reads" program, incoming freshmen each yearwiH
be encouraged to read a designated book that will focus on a genera heme
and which will seive as a common thread in courses throughout the IJ °f
curriculum. The book will be required in all ACAD coupes (a ^t^oduces
students to University life) and will also involve many faculty and staff. The
common reading will foster a bond among those who read it, whether students,
faculty staff or alumni. Through discussions, lectures and film series. the program
will introduce freshmen to college life, help them develop a senses of
and encourage interaction amongst themselves and with faculty. Wesee
special opportunity for students to participate in our academic community and
for faculty to talk across disciplinary lines.
pnhance
The U of M reading initiative is just one part of our ongoing efforts to enhance
our students' experiences at the University. Four years ago we began the high y
successful Freshman Convocation, an annual event that introduces students
to U of M traditions and provides them with invaluable information orihow to
b e c o m easuccessfulstudent.Helda tthebeginningo fe a c h y e a r , t i n e
event is presented in a pep-rally type atmosphere and includes talks by many ot
our present students and distinguished alumni as well as performancesbyour
pep band and cheerleaders. The event welcomes our freshmen in grand style
and ends with presenting them a graduation tassel with their identification as the

Several other faculty and staff were honored, too, with various
awards.
Goldstein's book on linear subgroups is regarded as the definitive
resource on applications of linear semi-groups to physics, engineer
ing and biology.
"I am especially grateful for the foresight and generosity of the
Board of Visitors and of Willard R. Sparks and Rita T. Sparks in par
ticular, Goldstein said. "Watching other faculty members receive this
sort of award can really get the competitive juices flowing, and really
motivates scholars in a strong way. I believe the generosity of the
award helps keep strong faculty motivated to continue to work very
hard and aim very high."
Goldstein's honor came just as the U of M's mathematics depart

Mathematician Jerome A. Goldstein received the highest honor
bestowed on a faculty member when the University presented him with
the 2006 Willard R. Sparks Eminent Faculty Award during Convocation
on the U of M campus earlier this year.

T. Schmelz, professor of physics: Awards for Distinguished Research,
Excellence in Engaged Scholarship and Creative Achievement; Dr.

ment was receiving national recognition. U.S. News and World

Charles Hall, associate professor of English, Dr. Nancy H. Mardis,

Report ranked the department's program in discrete mathemat

associate professor of accounting, Dr. Stephen J. Scanlan, assistant

ics and combinatorics as one of the top graduate programs in the

professor of sociology and Dr. William T. Smith, associate professor

nation.

of economics: U of M Alumni Association's Distinguished Teaching

Also receiving awards at Convocation were Dr. Robert Frankle,
associate professor of history, and Dr. Lawrette Axley, assistant

Awards; Katherine Atkinson, academic adviser in engineering, and
Dr. Jack Grubaugh, associate professor of biology: Distinguished

professor of nursing: Thomas W. Briggs Foundation Excellence in

Advising Awards;and Dr. Daniel Poje, assistant vice provost for

Teaching Award; Dr. James P. Whelan, associate professor of psy

academic programs and effectiveness, and Dr. Donald Franceschetti,

chology, Dr. William H. O'Donnell, professor of English and Dr. Joan

professor of physics: Allen J. Hammond Presidential Sen/ice Award.

^Weltohave intensified our first-time student orientation sessions. Held on
campus throughout the year, students attend meetings abo^cademic_and
social life at the U of M. A related event, Frosh Camp, is held off-campus in
rural setting over a four-day period and helps freshmen establish friendships and
make the transition from high school to college life. Run W ^ert studen
participants learn about Greek Life, academics, financial and social issues and

FLYING HIGH. A room decorated with the
University of Memphis in mindcaptured
first place in a room-decorating contest
at Pinnacle Airlines earlier this summer.
Employees at the Memphis-based
airlines participated in the contest that
was designed to liven up the company's

UtFor

the dastof2010 or your graduating class, getting andstayingconnededto
the University of Memphis is an important part of our overall success I mviteyou
to read Einstein's Dreams this summer and to think of it as a point of connecto
linking you with our students at the.University of Memphis.

corporate education center. Each room's
theme was based on a Memphis-area
attraction. The U ofM room was festively
decorated with a mural of campus,
notable alumni portraits, Tiger athletics
posters and memorabilia, and a trailof
Tiger paw prints.
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Redefining the three R's
Earlier this summer, Richard Hayman packed up his belong
ings, departed his southwest Virginia home and drove all night to
Memphis. Hayman, 44, left behind his life as an organic produce
farmer in the rural mountains to become a science teacher in the
inner city - something he had considered for a long time.
"It's been in the back of my mind all these years," he said.
Hayman, who has a chemistry degree and diverse business back
ground, came to the

After a full load of summer school, fellows will spend an entire
school year in an MCS middle school, learning alongside another
fellow and earning half a teaching salary. An existing teacher in the
school will mentor the fellows by observingthem and helping them
with everything from lesson plans to classroom discipline.
The program is geared toward professionals, especially AfricanAmerican males, who are looking for a career-changing program.
The COE began
recruiting its first

University of Memphis

class via e-mail,

because of the

and Hayman was

College of Education's

delighted to receive

newly formed Three

his application

R's Project, which was

request.

designed to revolu

"It was a godsend,"

tionize the way middle

he said. "I responded

school math and

immediately."

science teachers are

So did Jim

prepared.

Dishman, 54, who

The Three R's

had an epiphany as

- for Recruitment,

he was completing his

Retention and

seminary studies.

Reinvention - is a

"What I found in

partnership between
the U of M and
Memphis City Schools.
It was kick-started by
a $2.3 million Teacher
Quality Enhancement
federal grant approved last fall.
Fellows selected for the program will earn, free of charge, their
Master of Arts in Teaching (MAT) and initial teaching licensure after
undergoing 15 months of intensive coursework and classroom expe
rience. Once they complete the program, fellows will be obligated to
teach for two years in a "high-need" urban middle school.
"It's the most exciting thingwe've done in the College of

Friends honored for philanthropic efforts
FedEx is one of the most recognizable brands in the world; Frank
Flautfs name is synonymous with hotel success. Together, they have
helped push the University of Memphis to new heights thanks to

that time is Ihave a

their philanthropic efforts. FedEx and Flautt have both been hon

passion for working

ored with Tennessee Board of Regents Awards for Excellence in
Philanthropy.

with kids," he said.
Fellows, professors and administrators in the College of Education's newly formed Three R's
Project went on a team-building retreat in Arkansas thissummer before class began.

7 J ™ 1?'!?

the U °f M's Center for the StudV ofHiSher Education, was one of many College of Education
fecuH staff allmnf
inirt r, t l°ca'educajlonfakeholders t0 take part in the C0E'S Summit 11 3t the Memphis Botanic Garden inMay Participants were
given the opportunity to identify and understand theCollege's strengths and potentials as well as provide input in refining the COE's strategic plan

The inaugural group
of fellows - 10 men

"FedEx's initial gift of $5 million in 2001 produced a public-private
partnership that established the first institution of its kind to adopt

and two women -is proving the depth of their passion daily.They

a major corporate name, the FedEx Institute of Technology at the U

began their coursework in June during the first session of summer

of M," said President Shirley Raines in recommending FedEx for the

school and continued rigorous study during the second session.
This fall they will be at Colonial, Ridgeway or White Station middle

Regent's honor. "The company's additional gift of $5 million to the
Institute is a tangible indication of the company's continued commit

schools, which were chosen by MCS as model schools with excep

ment to the University. FedEx has shown exceptional civic responsibil

tional leadership and stability. From there, the fellows will take their

ity and integrity."

newly acquired teaching talents to high-need middle schools.

Flautt spearheaded the $2.5 million project for the construction

Though the program is in its infancy, the fellows are givingit high

of the Athletic Office Building addition. He has also given gifts to the

dean for P-12 programs. "It really is cutting-edge in the state, as well

marks as they refocus their career efforts on becoming teachers and

Wilson School in honor of Kemmons Wilson's legacy and has helped

as nationally. No one else is doing this."

giving back to the community.

raise money for scholarships and faculty.

Education for a long time," said Dr. Marty Alberg, the COE's assistant

Basic requirements for the program include possessing an under
graduate degree in math or science (although significant coursework
without a degree might be acceptable), passing the middle school

"I'm just thrilled to be here," Hayman said. "It really was the
perfect fit."
-By Eric Smith

Since he graduated in 1963, alumnus Frank Flautt has had a rich history of involvement with and support of the University," said Dr.
Raines in nominating the hotelier and president of Flautt Inc. for the Chancellor's Award. "Frank has helped us build a stronger University with
stronger ties to the communities we serve."

PRAXIS II exam and possessing a minimum GPA of 2.5.
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U of M President Shirley Raines (left) and Tennessee Board of Regents
Chancellor Charles Manning (right) presented University friend Frank
Flautt with TBR's Chancellor's Award for Excellence in Philanthropy.
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Tigers set for NFL stardom

New kid on the block

happens to be, diehard U of M football fans
will be keeping a close eye on the Carolina

February, the emcee mistakenly introduced

now on.

"Ifs Dan!" the former University of

In last spring's NFL draft, Carolina

Memphis second baseman blurted to the

selected Memphis tailback DeAngelo

podium. Uggla, though, really didn't seem

Williams in the first round, and New

to mind - he was just glad to be out of the

England selected Memphis kicker Stephen

Arizona Diamondbacks organization and

Gostkowski in the fourth round, givingthe

in Florida. After five years mired in the D-

Tigers one of their most successful drafts in

backs' minor league farm system - nothing

recent years.

above Double A - Uggla's career was on a

Williams, who was taken 27th over

fast track to nowhere.

all, became just the sixth U of M player

My, how times have changed.

selected in the first round in Tiger history

In July Uggla became only the second

and the first since 1996.

Tiger player to be named to Major League

"I am very proud and happy for DeAngelo

Baseball's All-Star Game (the first being

ing the same kind of numbers that got him
to the annual classic, another honor might

Former University of Memphis second baseman Dan Uggla, already an All-Star in his first season
with the Florida Marlins, is a leading candidate for the National League Rookie of the Year Award.
At press time, Uggla, who spent five years in the minors before this season, was batting .313, tops
among rookies.

be in store for the 26-year-old Uggla at
season's end: the National League Rookie
of the Year Award.
At press time, Uggla (pronounced UGHgla) was batting .313 with 13 home runs
and 43 runs batted in - numbers that
outshine other first-year players in the NL.
"I've always expected to succeed wher
ever I am at," Uggla said. "I am sure a lot of
other people are surprised, but Iam not"
Namely Arizona. Despite posting lofty
numbers during his five seasons, Arizona
never promoted Uggla to anything past
Double-A ball. Last fall the team didn't even
protect him on its 40-man roster, leaving
him available to other teams through the
Rule-5 draft That, paired with a keen eye
by Marlins Minor League hitting coordinator
John Mallee, proved to be Uggla's ticket to
the big leagues.

6

& The U of M's inaugural softball
team concluded its debut season with
a winning record, but the Lady Tigers
fell shy of making the Conference USA
tournament by a half-game. Memphis
had plenty to celebrate, though. The
Lady Tigers finished 28-26 overall,
10-13 in C-USA, and four players
earned all-conference honors. Juniors
Bridgette McNulty and Cara Stiles
made the all-conference second team,
and Leila Dolfo and Kimmi Hayden
made the all-freshman team. The
squad is scheduled to play in its new

Panthers and New England Patriots from

him as "Nick Uggla."

Charlie Lea in 1984). If he continues post

Briefs

No matter who their favorite NFL team

When the Florida Marlins introduced
Dan Uggla at its annual team banquet last

and his family," Coach Tommy West said on
draft day last April. "He has meant a great
deal to the program over the last four years
and I am very happy for him."
Williams, a native of Wynne, Ark., rewrote

After a strong Double-A season with the

Effort really never has been a sore spot

the school's record books with a stellar four-

DeAngelo Williams (top) was selected 27th
overall by the Carolina Panthers in last April's
NFL draft. Stephen Gostkowski (above) holds
the Conference USA and U of M records for
career scoring, PATs and field goals.

Tennessee Smokies last year, Mallee spot

for the Columbia, Tenn., native. In 2001

year career. He holds the U of M's all-time

ted Uggla during fall league ball. Florida, in

Uggla led the Tigers with 18 home runs, 67

records for rushing yards (6,026), rushing

a rebuilding phase, needed a second base

RBI and a .379 batting average. He holds

attempts (969), rushing touchdowns (55)

man and Mallee liked what he saw.

the Tigers single-game record for RBI (9),

and all-purpose yards (7,573). His all-

and his three home runs against Eastern

purpose total is tops in NCAA history, and

Illinois in 2001 ties the mark for round-

his career rushing total ranks fourth all-time.

trippers in a game. Arizona chose him in

He also holds the NCAA record for career

A two-time Lou Groza Award candidate,

100-yard rushing games with 34.

Gostkowski hit 22 of 25 field goals and

"He has a graceful but powerful swing,"
Mallee said.
"I don't know what the Diamondbacks
were thinking," Marlins left fielder Josh

the 11th round of the 2001 draft
For all his success, Uggla said he isn't

Though taken much later in the draft,

Capozzi. "That guy can flat out hit and he

thinking about postseason honors. "Right

Gostkowski, the 118th overall pick, was the

plays the game hard."

now, I am more concerned with winning."

first kicker selected. He also became the

Willingham told Palm Beach Post writer Joe

Despite what Uggla calls a "not great"

— By Greg Russell

.270 batting average in spring training, the

first Tiger kicker ever selected in the NFL
draft

Marlins told him the spot was his to lose.

"He has worked very hard to get to this

"They really didn't look at my numbers,

point, and it is paying off for him," West

they looked at how hard I was working and

said. "I can't express enough just how

the effort I was giving them," said Uggla,

happy I am for he and his family."

who bats second in the lineup.

Gostkowski, a Madison, Miss., native who
originally came to Memphis on a base
ball scholarship, excelled on the gridiron.

all 35 of his extra points for Memphis last
season. He holds the Conference USA and
U of M records for career scoring (369
points), PATs (159) and field goals (70).
Carolina and New England won't play
during the regular season, but the teams
did face each other in the 2004 Super
Bowl, so a rematch — this time with two
former U of M greats on the field - would
be especially sweet for Tiger fans.
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Park Avenue (formerly South Campus)
stadium next season.
A season-ending loss to Rice in the
conference tournament shouldn't put a
damper on the U of M baseball team's
remarkable 2006 campaign. The Tigers
finished 32-28, completing a 19-game
turnaround from their 13-42 record
the previous year. Memphis' 2-2 mark
in the C-USA tournament was its best
shewing since 2001. The Tigers belted
130 doubles this season to set a school
record, and their 699 hits ranks second
in U of M history.
'2 Keven Fortin-Simard notched
another golfing honor to his resume
when he was named the C-USA Golfer
of the Year last spring, but another
Tiger made the biggest splash at the
conference championship. Freshman
Brad Benjamin led the Tigers by
finishing third at the C-USA tournament
with a three-round score of 208 (8under). Benjamin, Fortin-Simard and
Robbie Greenwell were the U of M's
top scorers, helping the Tigers capture
fourth place.
June 28 was a banner day for the
U of M's Rodney Carney and Shawne
Williams, who were selected in the
first round of the NBA draft. Carney was
picked 16th by the Chicago Bulls and
then traded to the Philadelphia 76ers.
Williams was picked 17th by the Indiana
Pacers. It marked the first time two
U of M players were drafted in the first
round.

For the latest in Tiger
and Lady Tiger sports, visit
http://gotigersgo.collegesports.com
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BY BLAIR DEDRICK

Passageway to
Ancient Egypt
Mere feet from the most celebrated Egyptian tomb-discovery of all time,
a U of M archaeology team is making an international name of its own.

Shortly after Dr. Lorelei Corcoran and a University of Memphis

with clearing and documenting Amenmesse's tomb. The group,

excavation team unearthed a mystery of Ancient Egyptian pro

working in collaboration with the Egyptian Supreme Council of

portions, she left the door open for more drama to come.

Antiquities, was excavating workmen's huts on the eastern side

"It is amazing to think that such a significant find lay beneath

shaft, evidence of another possible tomb. With the end of the

director of the U of M's Institute of Egyptian Art and Archaeology

season upon them, the archaeologists had to fill in the excavation

(IEAA). "Who knows what else remains to be found?"

and return home, not knowing what the future might hold.
The U of M team returned in December 2005 and Egyptian

Corcoran was referring to the monumental discovery of a tomb
in the Valley of the Kings by U of M archaeologists — a find per

workmen began removing the fill. In late January of this year, the

haps unrivaled since that of King Tutankhamun's in 1922. Given

archaeologists began to dig into the shaft and in early February,

the fact that the discovery lies just 50feet from Tutankhamun's,

about 22 feet below ground level, the sealed top of the doorway

Egypt's top tourist destination after The Pyramids of Giza, just

that led to the tomb chamber became visible. With the first

who does know what else might be found?

glimpse inside, the archaeologists knew they had found some

The discovery has propelled the U of M and the IEAA into

j

of Amenmesse's tomb when it found corners of a cut limestone

the feet of hundreds of thousands of visitors," says Corcoran,

the international spotlight — it has been detailed in newspapers

thing special.
"While lying prone on the surface, shining a beam of a

throughout the United States and United Kingdom, including

flashlight into the room, it was possible to discern shapes in the

multiple articles in The New York Times, extensive coverage on

darkness: First a number of large pottery vessels and then a pale-

BBC and CNN and a special that aired on the Discovery Channel

colored face that was turned toward the door," says Corcoran. "It

June 4. The search-engine Google reported that the story was the

is difficult to describe the incredible feeling of elation shared by

most sought-after item the day after the find was announced in

the team during those moments of recognition that indeed a new

February.

tomb had been found in the Valley of the Kings ..."

Interestingly enough, if not for the tomb of another king,
Amenmesse (1203-1200 B.C.), the discovery might never have
occurred. In March 2005 as part of an 11-year-old project

For Sharon Nichols, the only U of M student on the project, the
feeling was intense.
"When we first looked in, all the storage jars were lined up,

sponsored by the IEAA, Corcoran and U of M adjunct profes

and we knew it hadn't been touched," says the MA candidate in

sor Dr. Otto Schaden were leading an excavation team charged

Egyptian Art and Archaeology. "I was kind of numb. It's almost

THE UNIVERSITY OF M E M P H I S

and gloves was comforting and reassur

the material to the late 18th Dynasty,

ing that the material was first treated with

she says, when Akhenaten (1351-1334

professionalism and respect."

B.C.) and Tutankhamun (1333-1323

The team found seven anthropoid-

and controversial religion that revolved

including a "coffinette" 18 inches in

around the worship of the sun god as a

length. The coffins were all covered with

single deity. After his death, a revolution

black resin and some had yellow faces

occurred to revert to the old religious
ways.

and painted or inlaid eyes. Termites had
so ravaged the wood of the coffins that in

Labeling the tomb has been difficult

some instances the wood had the consis

as the find is unique. Early statements

tency of cigarette ashes, making major

predicted it would be that of royalty and

conservation efforts necessary, Corcoran

media reported incorrectly that all of the

says.

coffins contained mummies.

"The coffins [don't contain] mummies,

Now, Corcoran says, there are two

but this has not been a disappointment

distinct possibilities. "The first is that

since the contents have proved equally

it represents the remains of an original

intriguing," Corcoran says.

burial that was for some reason des

One of the coffins covered in black
resin lay resting atop two others. Its con
tents: feather pillows covered in fine linen
and an even bigger surprise.
"When the pillows were removed from

ecrated and whatever bits that could be
preserved were therefore repackaged and
re-consecrated for burial," she says.
Another possibility is that the tomb is
an embalming cache, like Tutankhamun's.

the coffin ... a miniature anthropoid-

For the ancient Egyptians, all embalming

shaped coffinette was seen to have been

supplies, such as natron and cloth, had to

placed with its lid and trough separated

be kept near the tomb because they were

at the foot-end of the coffin," Corcoran

considered sacred, although unclean, and

says. "The lid of the tiny coffinette was

therefore not allowed inside the tomb.

upside down so that at first one could only

While the 12 opened jars have revealed

see the outline of the shape and the black

contents similar to those found in the ear

resin that coated its underside.

lier cache, Corcoran says there are also

"When it was lifted out and turned
right side up, everyone gasped to see that
Sharon Nichols, a U of M graduate student, meticulously examines the contents of a storage jar
found in the tomb. Pottery, seal impressions and exquisitely decorated pottery fragments have
been found in the vessels.

B.C.) ruled. Akhenaten created a new

shaped wooden coffins in the tomb,

significant differences.
"The most obvious is that this is housed

it was gilded," she says. "Amazingly,

in an exquisitely cut, although completely

this moment was captured on film by the

undecorated, chamber and that it contains

Discovery Channel as it happened!"

beautifully carved and painted coffins,"

Although Nichols describes her job

she notes.

T o p : U of M adjunct professor Dr. Otto Schaden (at left) revels in the moment after a gold
coffinette was found in the tomb discovered by University archaeologists. Bottom: U of M student
Sharon Nichols (at right, holding light), Dr. Lorelei Corcoran (far right) and other members of the
excavation team sift through contents of the storage jars that were found in the tomb.

bittersweet because I didn't know how I

doorway was cleared, an incredible thing

should feel. It's really sacred."

with the team as mostly sorting and cata

happened. It was as if there remained

loguing small items, she made one find

season, members of the team still in

her thesis this summer before returning

an invisible barrier that still separated

Corcoran says is truly significant. While

Egypt will work to preserve the remaining

to Egypt in the fall having been invited to

by private donations and the State of
Tennessee. For information on how to
support IEAA outreach and scholarly

Corcoran says there was much excite

For the remainder of this excavation

ment leading up to actually entering the

the shaft from the sacred space of the

tomb, but that the mood changed once the

sorting through the contents of one of the

items in the tomb. They also must map

work with an American excavation team

chamber and unexpectedly the idea of

time came.

storage jars, Nichols came across a small

the tomb without any objects inside, take

at the Giza Plateau.

entering the chamber seemed strangely

clump of mud and was able to identify
it as an official seal. Corcoran was the

numerous photographs and finally fill it

"Everyone was anxious to see inside,"

"I feel like I know the Valley of the

she says, "and I imagined that enter

disquieting.
"It was reassuring that the first individ

first to read the hieroglyphs on it, which

ing that room would be similar to the

uals who worked in the tomb were conser

revealed the name of the sun god, Aten

at it in books, but until you stand there

experience of the first human to step foot

vators," Corcoran continues. "Somehow

semester in Egypt was an amazing experi

who was worshipped during the Amarna

the antiseptic sight of them in their masks

ence — not to mention the impressive

and try to read the hieroglyphs for your

on the face of the moon. But when the

period. This inscription securely dates

addition to her resume. She plans to finish

self, you don't understand."
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back in completely to end the work.
For Nichols, the opportunity to spend a
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Kings like a neighborhood," she says.
'The tombs are all friends. You can look

IEAA-sponsored projects are funded

programs, contact development director
Patty Bladon at 901/678-4372.

BY ERIC SMITH

One for the ages
The U of M football team's historic win over the University of Tennessee,
the Tigers first in 16 tries, is still fresh on the minds of fans 10 years later.
On Nov. 9,1996, Rick Summers sat in Liberty Bowl Memorial
Stadium and cheered, as usual, for the University of Memphis
football team.
But when the final horn sounded that Saturday, an overjoyed
Summers uttered words proving just how unusual this game was
— how different from anything in the previous three decades of
watching the Tigers play.
"I told [my wife] Cheryl, Take me to meet my maker,'"Summers
Summers indeed would have died a happy man that autumn
evening. After all, he and thousands of other U of M fans had just
watched their beloved Tigers beat the University of Tennessee for
the first time in school history.
The 21-17 victory over UT was the Tigers' first in 16 tries, dating
back to 1968, and the momentous win sparked celebrations all
over the city.
"It was a glorious day," Summersrecalls.
The game was an instant classic, as bigas — if not bigger than
— the Tigers' first victory against Mississippi in 1967 and their
lone victories against Alabama in 1987 and Florida in 1988.
A Liberty Bowl crowd of 65,885 watched Memphis rally in the
fourth quarter with a 69-yard drive that was capped by the gamewinning touchdown with 34 seconds remaining.
When the clock reached 0:00, students rushed the field, tore
down the goal posts and earned them back to campus down
Central Avenue. Victory parties lasted deep into the night as revel
ers soaked up the historic win.
The next morning, people began commemorating the Tigers'
victory by saving their issues of The (Memphis) CommercialAppeal
and framing the front page of the sports section. "Orange crushed"
was the headline, and those triumphant words still adorn the walls
of homes and businesses throughout the Mid-South.
Summers ('67), a longtime U of M booster, turned part of his East
Memphis office into a shrine of sorts, with that newspaper dis
played prominently above a cutout section of a goal post.
He wasn't alone in memorializing the victory. David Van Hoozer
(BS '68) has gone to U of M football games for years along with

Summers and a host of fellow Pikes from the 1960s, but Van
Hoozer had to scramble for his memento. Though he didn't even
see the end of the game in person, herelives that magical memory
often — on videotape.
That night, I had my state-of-the-art VCR set to record the
game, and as the game stayed close, I panicked that I did not
have the recording speed set right to get the complete game,"
Van Hoozer says. "So, I left in thefourth quarter to mn home and
change out the tape. I actually saw us score the game-winner at
\
home on TV and then dashed back to meet all of the others for the
victory party."
Van Hoozer got his recording — on two tapes — and he watches
it each year Memphis plays UT. The result is always the same.
"We still win," he says.
Unfortunately, that's the only time the Tigers win. Memphis is
0-4 against Tennessee in the past decade, includinglast season's
20-16 loss in Knoxville. UT leads the all-time series19-1.
The recent disappointments shouldn't diminish the efforts of Rip
Scherers '96 Tigers, which beat a Tennessee team ranked sixth in
the nation and led by future NFL all-star Peyton Manning.
It wasn't a fluke," Van Hoozer says. "We lined up and played
hard-nosed football. It was total vindication, proof that we're
worthy."
Is another monumental win over UT on the horizon? Victory
No. 2 over UT would be a fitting way to celebrate the10th anni
versary of the program's proudest moment, so Tiger fans should
mark Sept. 30 on theircalendars. That's when the Vols roll into
the Liberty Bowl for a nationally televised game — and another
chance for U of M football to make headlines.
The Tigers begin the season in Oxford Sept. 3(originally sched
uled for Sept. 2) in a 3:30 p.m. game to be nationally televised
by ESPN. The U of M opens the home campaign Sept. 17 against
UT-Chattanooga. Note, too, that the Tigers' home game against
Southern Miss has been moved to Sunday, Nov. 5, at 7 p.m. to
accommodate an ESPN broadcast,and is one of five nationaffy
televised U of M football games this season. ^
Rick Summers (inset) made a shrine in his East Memphis office to commemorate the U of M's first-ever football victory over UT. Summers ('67)
framed the front page of The (Memphis) Commercial Appeal and acquired a piece of the goal post that students tore down after the Tigers'
monumental 21-17 win on Nov. 9,1996. "It was a glorious day," he recalls. Inset photo by Lindsey Lissau.
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Inventing minds
From miracle drugs to the NFL, U of M faculty,
friends and alumni are leaving their mark with crafty inventions.

Prescription drugs developed in Dr. W. Harry Feinstone's labo

"More serious drug research, including patented vaso- and

ratories in the 1930s helped save thousands of lives during World

bronchodilator compounds and other infectious disease chemo-

War II, but to really get to know the world-renowned researcher,

therapeutics, was the area I worked in for most of my productive

one must find him- or herself on a very miniscule level — one

life," says the noted researcher.

that might even require the use of a microscope.
For some 80 plus years, Feinstone's daily vocabulary has
included such words as molecules, picograms, cells, milligrams

Feinstone came to the United States with his family shortly
after World War I. In 1976 he retired as president of Plough
Laboratories at which time he joined the U of M. In 1984 he

— the list goes on and on but somehow always refers back to

helped institute the W. Harry Feinstone Chair of Excellence

what the former U of M distinguished professor does best: lifesaving research.

in Molecular Biology, the first of what are now 26 Chairs of

"When I first started research in the '30s, research was done
on the organismal level," says Feinstone. 'Today work is not only
done on the cellular level, but on a molecular level."
Small matters, yes, but with huge results in Feinstone's case.
While infections cost thousands of lives during World War I,
"miracle" sulfa drugs developed in Feinstone's labs are credited
with saving thousands of wounded soldiers in World War II.
Sulfa drugs, which preceded antibiotics to cure infections,
provided the first example of a true chemotherapeutic agent that
could be given to overcome infectious diseases.
"Nothing like that existed before," says Feinstone, who, with
his trademark Honduran cigar in hand, remains a close friend of
the University after retirement.
Feinstone's research on sulfa compounds continued after
graduation from The Johns Hopkins University in 1939 when he
started a laboratory for American Cyanamid Co. For years, most
of the clinically useful sulfa drugs came out of his labs.
Feinstone went on to develop more than 400 therapeutic prod
ucts, including the main ingredient in Anahist, the first product
marketed for treatment of cold symptoms. He also held the patent
for the basic active ingredient of the antacid Di-Gel.
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Excellence at the U of M. His scientific expertise and financial
resources have greatly aided in the U of M's growth.
McCauley's calling
As long as he can remember, Lee McCauley has been in pur
suit of the "thinking computer," from the days when he marveled
at the way Captain Kirk could carry on conversations with the
USS Enterprise's on-board and all-so-human computer.
"When I was 12, my mom gave me a Texas Instruments
994A computer," says McCauley, a U of M assistant professor
of computer science. "It was one of the systems you could plug
cartridges into, with a whopping 32K of memory. It was essen
tially a hulking keyboard you'd hook up to your TV. Well, I'd get
magazines in the mail that would have computer programs. This
was way too early for CDs. They'd just print the pages and pages
of code for you in the magazine, which I would then type into my
system. Of course, you'd always make mistakes so you'd have to
go back and fix it."
Thus started his career in artificial intelligence.Specifically,
many of the programs he'd pull from the magazines were for
simple games, but they were no fun to play on one's own. "My
brother wasn't any good, so I figured I could program the com
puter to play with me. So, I'd program in so that the alien space-

First "honorary" awarded
"You'd walk into the room, and the TV would act as your kiosk.

Dr. W. Harry Feinstone has developed a knack for "firsts." The man

You'd talk to it, asking it where to find the nearest Chinese res
taurant or how to find Graceland or whatever," says McCauley.

.

who was ahead of the game with his sulfa-based drugs in the 1940s

Although he's a dedicated fan of science fiction, McCauley

;

and who would later become the U of M's initial Distinguished

says he doesn't see computers ever getting to the level of the

Research Professor now has another honor: Feinstone has been

personable USS Enterprise's computer.

named as the recipient of the University's first honorary degree.

"Mainly because I don't think we need it," he says. "When you

"There are few people in our community who have touched so

think about creating something as intelligent as a human, you

many people's lives so profoundly," says University Provost Ralph

have to say, 'Well, that's all well and good, but we already have

Faudree. "He continues to be one of the University's most ardent sup

plenty of humans.' It's not that I'm morally against it or anything,

porters, funding Centers of Excellence and Research Professorships."

but the market won't steer it there and we'll get along just fine

The University developed the honorary degree program to recognize

without it."
U of M Professor Lee McCauley and other faculty at the University have
created an interactive information kiosk that may one day show up in
hotel rooms around the world.

ships in the game would actually try to dodge my shots and not
just move around randomly."
McCauley's latest AI project is an intelligent, interactive
information kiosk for the entrance to the U of M's FedEx Institute
of Technology. The kiosk introduces itself and offers assistance
to visitors, who can ask questions and get answers about every
thing from the history of an organization to directions within the
building.
A computer-generated avatar, which is connected to a simple
camera and microphone, can identify guests who are within an
interactive radius. The microphone is accurate enough to drown
out background noise and fixate on a voice. Once the system
makes "eye contact" with the guest, it will engage them and
invite them to ask their question. Researchers from across the U
of M campus helped with the project.
"It will recognize proper names and translate words into ques

outstanding leaders within the community and to provide meaningful

A silver lining

role models for students in public settings. The U of M has the author

McMinnville, Tenn., is a sleepy Bible-belt town — not much
happens after dark. But in the Dillon home in the 1960s, young

Dr. W. Harry Feinstone (left) was honored for his many

individuals who merit special recognition. For information on how to

John Dillon III (BSME '94) found reason on occasion to stay up.

contributions to the U of M with an honorary degree from the
University. Above, Feinstone visits with U of M'Director of Donor
Relations, Dr. Dan Beasley. Photo by Lindsey Lissau.

nominate a person, visit http://policies.memphis.edu/UMi648.htm.

His otherwise exacting mother would ease her bedtime strictures
each time there was an Apollo or Gemini launch scheduled. The
black-and-white TV would illuminate the living room, as young
John, as close to the screen as his mother would allow, would
watch, enthralled.
Those spaceship launches left an indelible mark on Dillon,
but it wasn't until a strange set of circumstances came to pass
that his young fascination with space turned into a career — a
career that has also yielded an invention that helps children with
disabilities.
In 1981 an accident in a dune buggy in Florida that caused
severe head trauma left him fighting for his life. As his mother
and sister sped to the hospital, Dillon underwent brain surgery.
After seven hours of surgery, and a weeklong coma, Dillon
awoke to find he would have to learn how to read, write and talk

The kiosk may not be as impressive as the Hal 9000 from

Five years later Dillon turned the accident into a godsend for
others. He returned to then-Memphis State University to earn
a mechanical engineering degree. While in school, he used his
experience as a brain injury patient and the knowledge he was
obtaining at the U of M to help develop the Miracle Walker, a
patented user-propelled walking apparatus that assists children
with disabilities to move about under their own power. The Magic
Walker helps children with cerebral palsy by increasing muscle
strength and by producing greater lung capacity.
exciting for me to show the results of my work, because the

every question, the emulation process is good enough to make

2001: A Space Odyssey, but it was no mean feat to put together.

again. Four months of intensive therapy followed and he moved
back to Tennessee.

"When we presented the finished device, it was especially

tions," says McCauley. "While it may not have an answer for
people think it understands everything."

ity to award up to two honorary degrees each year to distinguished
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presentation took place exactly 13 years to the day after my brain
surgery," Dillon explains.
Since 1999 Dillon has worked as a mechanical engineer for

"Speech recognition is the toughest part," McCauley says. "Just

AJT & Associates Inc. in Cape Canaveral, Fla. The company

think about all the many times we as humans misunderstand one

provides support to Cape Canaveral Air Force Station and the

another and have to repeat ourselves. People talk in so many

Kennedy Space Center for design and modification of spaceship

varied ways."

launch complexes, Shuttle and spacecraft processing and solid
rocket motor booster facilities.

McCauley's excited about the commercial applications of the

Dillon, who credits U of M Professor John Hochstein for taking

kiosk technology. "I like to think that it could be a kind of brick-

him under his wing as a student, says, "An inventor should never

and-mortar Google in malls and other such places," he says.

think with a narrow window. Always think past the limit, do not

To that end, he's partnering with the U of M's School of
Hospitality and Resort Management to turn one of the rooms in
the campus' Holiday Inn into an "intelligent accommodation."

After a dune buggy accident in 1981, alumnus John Dillon III (right)
had to learn to read, write and talk again. He later used his experience
as a brain surgery patient to help design an apparatus that makes
walking easier for children with disabilities.
THE UNIVERSITY OF MEMPHIS

stop thinking that the concept/design is completed and cannot be
improved. I believe I was blessed to stay alive from my automo
bile accident in 1981 and that God has more work for me to do."
SUMMER 2006

Making "Gaines" in the NFL?
Marcus Gaines isn't your typical patented Memphis resident.
Graduating from the U of M in 1997 with a bachelor's in mar
keting, Gaines headed south to work as a blackjack dealer at a
Tunica, Miss., casino.
But that hasn't stopped him from dreaming big — even if his
biggest idea to date came in couch-potato mode.
Gaines was watching a football game on TV one day and took
note of how much energy the referees were expending running
the first-down markers up and down the field. At the time, he also
happened to be playing with his laser light key chain.
"I thought, 'What if they had a laser light that showed where
the first down was?' They wouldn't have to hold up the game any
more."
This wasn't his first idea for an invention, but this one he
would pursue.
"I got tired seeing ideas I had thought of come out a little while
later from someone else," he says.
He received his patent from the U.S. Patent Office in 2004 and
is in the process of working through a marketing company to sell
the invention to the NFL.
"It is an idea that makes sense from many different stand
points," Gaines says. "Not only would it speed up games, the
laser would provide a more accurate measurement of first downs.
Those are definitely two things the NFL needs."

BY ERIC SMITH

Homecoming
In an exclusive interview with The University of Memphis Magazine,
alumnus Roy Hallums recounts his harrowing tale of being held hostage in Iraq for nearly a year.

PHOTOGRAPHY BY LINDSEY LISSAU

The image is indelible, burned into the consciousness of a
nation. Grainy video footage, shown on television stations and
webcasts everywhere, reveals a bearded and beleaguered man

During a recent visit to campus, Hallums reminisced about his
time at the U of M.
He remembered watching students gather near the flagpole

sitting cross-legged while rubbing his hands.

in front of the Administration Building to protest Vietnam. He

The barrel of a gun is pointed at his head.

remembered taking 15 hours a semester and spending most of

"My name is Roy Hallums," the man begins, his voice quiver

his time studying in the library. He remembered getting special

ing. "I'm an American national and I have worked with the
American forces. I have been arrested by a resistance group in

parking privileges closer to his classrooms as a senior.
"It's all good memories," says the soft-spoken and contempla

Iraq."

tive Hallums, now 58.

He goes on to say his life is in danger. He begs for help. Then
the video is over.

lege, and they wound up marrying best friends. Lofton, who

For most Americans, this is all they know of Hallums, the
University of Memphis alumnus who, while working in Baghdad,
was kidnapped by armed gunmen in November 2004 and held
hostage until rescued by coalition troops in September 2005.
For the man himself, and for the family who spent nearly a

Bill Lofton (BBA '72) knew Hallums in high school and col
works for U of M athletics, remembers Hallums as a serious
student.
"Roy was a very intelligent, intense person," Lofton says.
After graduation Hallums went to work for the U.S. Navy
Supply Corps. He spent 20 years with the Navy, including a stint

year praying and pleading for his release, the video is only a

at the Pentagon. During this time, he and his then-wife Susan

portion — literally a blip on the screen — of the anguish he

had two daughters, Carrie and Amanda.

endured during 311 days of captivity in an underground hell.

From Memphis to the Middle East
Roy Hallums Jr. was born in Arkansas in 1948 and grew up in
the Frayser area of north Memphis. After graduating from Frayser
High School he enrolled at then-Memphis State University, earn
ing a business degree in 1972.
SUMMER 2006

The Hallumses divorced in 2003 but remained close friends.
By then Susan and the girls were living in California, and Roy
was living in Saudi Arabia, working as a contractor for that
country's navy. In December 2003, after 10 years with the Saudi
navy, Hallums took a job with the Saudi Arabian Trading and
Construction Co., which provided catering for the Iraqi army.
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|A Horde of Gunmen Abducts an
American, Others in Baghdad
He ended up in Baghdad — without
his family knowing — and even though
he lived and worked in the city's Mansour

•
that wants money, or if they're just going
to kill you on the spot."
The kidnappers blindfolded him, bound

"What I was thinking is I hate for my
daughters to see this," he says,"because

his hands and feet with nylon straps and

of Baghdad," Hallums understood the

drove him to a house where they held him

dangers that lurked in and around the city

for a day before transporting him again.

as the conflict in Iraq escalated. From

About a week later they drove him to

he was being beaten and mistreated,"

bombs exploding nearby to Iraqis shoot

another house. Then another.

says daughter Carrie, 30, whose last name

ing their guns in the streets, Hallums was
surrounded by chaos.

Friday," Hallums says. "They would

"At first they would move me every

It did. For those close to Hallums, the

is now Cooper.

drive around for a few hours and then

Susan Hallums, 54.

goes there knows this."

they'd end up at a different house. That

would travel in groups, never alone. He
felt safe at his office, which was in a con
verted two-story house and protected by
armed guards. On the afternoon of Nov. 1,
2004, however, his security was breached,
his safety shattered, his world changed
forever.
It was a typical workday, a Monday, and
Hallums was sitting at his desk when he
heard a commotion.
"I looked up and there were these four

December, and then in December that's
when they put me down in the hole."
Before they tossed him in the forsaken

abductors sat him in front of a video cam

plan for his rescue, there was more to it.

era. The entire world would soon know

His captors could now wait patiently for a

his fate.

response from his family or country.

words his captors scripted for him. It took
two or three takes before they were happy

"They said, 'Come with us or we'll kill

with it.

Hallums panicked as horrific images

"You're basically just doing what you're

"You know when you're doing the
Hallums says, "that there's not going to be
a quick resolution."
Tracking time
Hallums spent most of his time as
a hostage in a concrete pit beneath a
farmhouse. He says the room, basically

raced through his mind. He recalled,

there with a gun to your head, he's saying

the crawl space of a house, was about 7

specifically, the grisly death of Nicholas

'If you don't say this correctly, I'll kill

feet by 9 feet and only 4 feet high. It had

Berg, an American who earlier that year

you.' And so you say it."
In the video he shuns help from

a small door in the ceiling, and it was

But having lived in Baghdad for almost

President Bush and instead pleads for

almost always dark.
"They just had one little light in there,

Arab leaders, namely Libya's Muammar

like the light in a refrigerator," Hallums

a year, Hallums also knew of insurgents

Gaddafi, to come to his aid. Americans,

says. "When they would bring the food

who kidnapped solely for money. Perhaps

especially his friends, knew Hallums

this was one of those groups. As his cap

down they would turn the light on. But

wouldn't deliberately disrespect his

tors carted him away, Hallums wasn't sure

that was the only time."

president and nation. They knew he was
under duress.

blindfolded. He got out of his cell once a

if he was doomed to the private indignity
of imprisonment or the public infamy of
execution.
"You don't know what's going to hap

"You could tell it was killing his soul to
defame the United States," Lofton says.
More than anything, it was killing

pen," he says. "You see this stuff on TV,

Hallums' soul to imagine his family

all the beheadings, so you don't know if

watching the video, which was released

it's a group like that,or if it's somebody

in late January, about a month after it was

Hallums was constantly bound and
day to use the bathroom until his captors
grew weary of letting him aboveground.
So they placed a portable toilet below and
made him use that.
His diet consisted of water and rice
with lamb or chicken until his captors

made.
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video that you got a lot more time to go,"

told," Hallums says. "You've got the guy

was taken hostage and beheaded on vid
eotape forall to see.

oncraci

Though Hallums understood the world
would be able to pray for his release or

guys who had machine guns," he says.
you.' So I went with them."

"It gave me hope," Susan says. "It kind
of gave me the energy to keep going."

remainder of his captivity, Hallums'

memorize and two minutes to say the

2

probably still alive.

would be alerted to his situation and

It took Hallums about 30 minutes to

±

Yet the video also let them know he was

place where he would languish for the

'My life is in danger...'

;.jc

"I saw the pain in his voice and in his

I went there," he says. "Everybody who

was every Friday until the middle of

^

"I could tell that he was bruised, that

eyes, asking for his family's help,"says

A fateful day
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video was heartrending.

throw you in the trunk of a car and

To avoid danger, Hallums says he
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it will scare them to death."

District, which he called the "best part

"I knew it was a dangerous place before
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began leaving for long periods of time and stopped keeping fresh

Hallums' release, an exorbitant amount undoubtedly because he

meat around. So they fed him sardines.

was an American. He says he told them his family didn't have

"I like sardines, but rice and sardines every day for three
months, that gets a little old," he says.
Hallums' captors had taken his clothes and dressed him in a

that kind of money.
The United States doesn't negotiate with terrorists but does
allow private citizens to pay ransoms. So Susan Hallums, who

jogging suit. He donned the suit for about three or four months

was informed by the FBI of the ransom demand, did what she

until it reeked so badly that they gave him a new one.

could to raise funds, even putting her mother's Frayser home on

But the brutal conditions went beyond his diet and attire.
Every day he bore unpleasantries that ranged from repulsive
odors to annoying insects to miserable temperatures.
"You could smell the goats and the sheep, and the sand flies

the market and calling it the "Freedom House." But that would
have only raised $40,000.
Meanwhile, Hallums says his captors would frequently toss
another prisoner below, usually an Iraqi captured for the same

would come in," he says. "Since it was underground, in the win

reason — money. Hallums says his fellow hostages would be held

ter it was kind of damp and sometimes it would cause condensa

for a ransom of $5,000 to $50,000, depending on how much the

tion on the ceiling, [water] dropping in your face all the time.

captors thought the family could pay.

"In the summer it was really, really hot," he adds. "The tem

The addition of other hostages, up to nine, made the already

peratures over there were 105, 110 in the summer, and this place

small and sweltering quarters even worse. They didn't speak

had no ventilation, nothing. Once in a while they would have a

English, but Hallums wouldn't have tried conversing even if they

little electric fan they would sit by the door because it would get

did.
"They told us if they heard us talking they'd kill us," Hallums

so hot. But you were sweaty 24 hours a day."
A small pipe in the ceiling provided the room's only oxygen
— and its only link to the outside world. With no television or

says.
To pass the time, Hallums says he would think about the vaca

radio, Hallums counted the days and weeks and months using the

tions he hoped to take if he were released, including visits to

broadcasts of religious services he could hear in the distance.

family in California and Detroit, and longer excursions to Europe.

"The Muslim holy day is Friday, and their main service is

"Here you are, you're tied up, it's dark 24 hours a day, no news

11 o'clock," he says."When they do that there's a loudspeaker

from anything, so I would think about taking these trips," he

system on all the mosques so you can hear the services going on.

says.

I could hear that and know it was Friday at 11 o'clock."
Each transmission signaled a victory of sorts, albeit a short
lived one.
"You were glad you got through that week," he says, "but then
you start thinking about what's going to happen the next week
— will I hear it again next Friday?"
The $12 million man
Confined in that dark, tiny space with no room to stand up and
no idea if he would live or die, Hallums faced nonstop psycho
logical torture. Physical torture wasn't routine, but Hallums says
his captors would beat him with their fists, belts or pistol barrels
when the situation was warranted.
"It was off and on, usually when they were asking questions or

But in the unbearable blackness, where time slowed to an ago
nizing crawl, his thoughts often went deeper. With all the energy
and hope and courage he could muster, Hallums focused simply
on preserving his will to live.
'The whole time," he says, "I was just thinking, 'Get through
the day. Go on to tomorrow. Hope you survive tomorrow. Just
keep going.'"
Keeping the faith
Like any hostage, Hallums considered escaping, dreamed of
busting out and reclaiming his freedom. But they were fleeting
thoughts.
He was bound and blindfolded. The door above him was
locked. There were four or five armed men in the house. And,

wanted to know something, or when they moved me from place to

he surmised, it was a long way to safety through an area that

place," he says. 'They wanted to know who I worked for and my

wouldn't be kind to a lone American looking for a ride. So

family's telephone number."

Hallums, a self-described "good Southern Baptist," used faith

Hallums refused to give that up, because he didn't want his
captors harassing his family and demanding ransom money.
"I knew they would say, 'Give us the money or we're going to
kill Roy,"' he says.
As it happened, his captors were asking $12 million for
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to survive this hellhole, praying to God that his life, at the very
least, wouldn't come to an excruciating end.
"Every day you pray to get through the day and don't let any
thing happen," he says, "or if it does happen, let it be quick and
not slow."
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He also hoped his fellow Americans

sleep and had sardines for breakfast. He

were praying for his safe return, but he

wasn't sure of the time, but he sensed it

feared being forgotten by a country that so

was morning because of the food delivery.

quickly moves on to the next headline.
Back in the states, Cooper launched a
Web site (royhallums.4t.com/index.html)
to keep her father's story in the public
eye. She and Susan held a candlelight
vigil on Roy's 57th birthday, in June, and

Like usual, he ate, drank some water
and lay back down to dream up another
vacation.
Little did he know that his wildest
dreams were about to come true.
Around lunchtime, he began hearing

newfound freedom began to sink in.
"I was just sitting there thinking, 'I
can't believe this is really over,'" he says.
"A miracle. A real miracle."
After being cleared by doctors,
Hallums boarded a plane bound for
Germany. From there he flew to Chicago.
And from there, he boarded the plane that
would bring him home, to Memphis, to his j

spoke tirelessly to the media, even the

helicopters. The whirring grew louder,

Arabic news channel Al-Jazeera, plead

as if they "had landed on the house," he

ing for Roy's release.
"We just begged for my dad's life,"
Cooper says.

says. Then Hallums heard the sound of

Home at last

people scurrying above him.

The Sept. 9 reunion at Memphis

As for Hallums, he banked on one
group in particular not forgetting.
"I knew the [military] people in Iraq
would keep looking for me," he says.
Hallums never knew what his captors
were devising, whether they were await
ing ransom money, plotting his death or
planning to leave him underground to
rot. Though none of them spoke much
English, and Hallums spoke only a little
Arabic, he eventually picked up on clues
as to what was happening aboveground.
Near the end of his captivity —
although at the time he didn't know it
Hallums received less attention from

I hoped it was somebody there to res

family.

International Airport was a joyous one,

cue me," he says, "but after 311days you
think it's probably not going to happen."

an early Christmas gift, as Susan caUs

Someone began pounding on the ceiling

the couple's daughters, granddaughter

door with a sledgehammer. As he listened
to the cacophony above, Hallums ripped

Sabrina and other family members.
During his long journey from Baghdad

off his blindfold, and the door crashed

to Memphis, Hallums was yearning for

down. Dust kicked up and sunlight

the moment when he could embrace each
one of them.

flooded the room.
"And then this soldier jumps down and
he s got his fatigues on and pistols and
he's got a machine gun," Hallums says.

Finally, to the delight — and disbelief
— of everyone, Hallums appeared.

says, 'Come on, we're getting out of here.'

"I crumbled when I saw him," Susan
says.

Hallums waited upstairs with his rescu
ers, who gave him something to drink
and told him a helicopter would return
shortly. The soldiers searched the house,
but the kidnappers had fled. The soldiers

University of Memphis Magazine last

activity, which left him with mixed emo

told Hallums they honed in on him after

spring and the Discovery Channel this

tions. Hopeful as he was that rescuers

a detainee disclosed the location of the

summer, Hallums was featured on 60

were getting close, Hallums suddenly

farmhouse. Another hostage, an Iraqi, was

grew more fearful of sufferinga pro
longed, solitary death.

Minutes last fall. The show was filmed at

also rescued.

The Peabody Hotel and gave the country

his captors and he heard them pouring
cement over the door, as if they were try
ing to conceal the cell's entrance.
He also heard increased helicopter

"It was totally black and you know

Fifteen minutes later the helicopter
returned, and it whisked Hallums to an

there's no way out of there," he says. "If

Air Force Base, where he received a

they just decided to drive off and leave

check-up. Military doctors told him he

you, nobody would ever know you were
there."
Thankfully, somebody did know.

'Are you Roy?'
Hallums says Sept. 7, 2005, started out
like any other day: He awoke from a fitful
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needed medical attention — he was mal

By then, the media frenzy was on, but
Hallums chose not to speak with reporters
and instead issued a statement.
Prior to sitting down with The

its first opportunity to hear Hallums' story
and see how he was holding up.
Hallums' medical problems are minor
but still lingering, like the pain in his
shoulders and knees from sleeping on

nourished and dehydrated and had rashes

cement for 311 days. He was able to

on his skin — but he was OK to travel.

regain the 35 pounds he lost — "too eas
ily," he jokes.

Under the watchful eye of doctors,
Hallums drank as much water as he

j

"That was all I was thinking about," he
says.

"He says, 'Are you Roy?' I say, 'Yes.' He
I say, 'Good.'"

1

it. She was waiting on the runway with

Emotionally, Hallums believes he's OK.

needed and ate a turkey sandwich as his

He says he doesn't have nightmares when

strength returned — and the reality of his

he sees clips of his own chilling story on
THE UNIVERSITY OF MEMPHIS
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Freshmen continue legacy
through alumni scholarship
Three freshmen who can't wait to sing"I'm so glad I go
to the U of M" will haveassistance from the U of M Alumni
Association when they enroll this fall. Natalie Cole,Holly
Hendrix and Jason Jarrett are recipients of the 2006 Alumni
Scholarship.
Cole is a graduate of Southaven High School, where
she was a Student Council

the news. He still doesn't consider himself claustrophobic. And
he's ready to work again.
A few old high school and college friends have contacted

"He seemed interested and concerned," Hallums says. "He
knew a lot about [my situation]."
Not even Hallums knows everythingabout his situation, like

Hallums since his return, and though they usually don't ask too

the identities of his captors. He knows only that they were Sunni

many questions about what happened, he says it doesn't bother

insurgents operating in a menacing areajust outside Baghdad

him if they do.
Hallums isn't entirely sure why he was able tolast 10 months
would have made it.He credits a militarybackground, at least

mind, in his heart, in his soul.

partially, for his survival. Nomatter what the reason, Hallums

During the rescue, the soldier whopulled Hallums out handed

is a livingtestament to the human spirit, proof that people can

him an American flag patch. That flag, which Hallums drew from

"To me, it was just somethingIhad to do and get through," he
says.
But Hallums defied the odds. As of press time,and according
to numerous reports, 18 known Americans have been taken hos
tage in Iraq since April 2004.One escaped and five, including
Hallums, were rescued or released. Theremaining 12 were killed
or are still missing.

Grateful
Hallums, who lives inCordova, outside Memphis, was invited
to the White House inOctober 2005 to visit with President Bush.
He says the President was relaxed and laidback, evidenced by
the cowboy boots he wore with his suit and the easygoing conver
sation. The two spoke in the Oval Office for about 30minutes.
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had a sense of pride about
the University. "Seeing their excitement has convinced me
of the advantages that I can have both academically and
socially at the University of Memphis," she says. "Another
advantage is the way the University helps provide intern
ships and jobs for students." While attending U of M games
with her "Tiger fan" parents, the University's nationally
ranked dance team caught Natalie's attention. "Dancing has
been my passion since I was 6 years old, and has given me

his shirt pocket and flashed during the 60 Minutes interview,
represents the liberty given back to him by those soldiers after a

confidence, strength and a sense of accomplishment," she
says. Natalie won a spot on the U of M's pom squad during

year of beinglocked away, in fearhe would never see his family
again.

spring tryouts.
Hendrix graduated from St. Mary's Episcopal School. A

"They came through for me," Hallums says. "There's no way I

member of the National Honor Society, she competed in

could ever repay or thank them."

golf, lacrosse and basketball. Holly plays not only guitar, but
also mandolin, banjo and piano, and composes music.Her
creativity extends to producing videos, including videos for

Hallums instead pays tribute to his rescuers — indeed, to any
one who has fought or is fighting for freedom — by celebrating
the things that were once taken from him. Sunrises and sunsets.

school teams and class celebrations.
Holly is the daughter of Mary Buchignani Hendrix (BBA
'76, MBA '88) and Terry Hendrix (BA '75). While she and
her family share a "healthy obsession" with the U of M,
Holly says some of her classmates were surprised at her
choice of college. "Maybe they don't know about Rodney
Carney or DeAngelo Williams. Maybe they don't know
about the great professors," she says. "The summer before

A warm spring breeze. Reunions with old friends. Phone calls
and visits from his daughters and ex-wife. Hugs from his grand
daughter and new grandson.
They serve as reminders that nothing should be taken for
granted — that each precious moment inlife is worth savoring.
"I'm thankful," Hallums says, "for every day."
THE UNIVERSITY OF MEMPHIS
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dents and faculty she met

Hallums doesn't know much about hisrescuers, either, only
that the memory of their heroic deed willforever dwell inhis

iMim

the U of M because stu

called the "Triangle ofDeath."

as a hostage, especially as people tellhim there's no way they

endure anything.

member and class officer.
The honor graduate was
elected by the faculty to the
2006 Hall of Fame,Natalie
also was a member of the
DeSoto Dance Allstars, a
competitive dance team.
The daughter of David
(BBA '75) and Cindy Cole,
Natalie decided to attend
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last I went to an architec
ture camp with Professor
(Michael) Hagge and abso
lutely loved it. Ihear all the
time that college is about
trying new things and being
in a new place, but there is
still plenty to learn right here
in Memphis." Her adviser
writes, "Holly combines
her creative spirit with her
intellectual gifts, and yields a
song that is easy to the ear

"W

Holly Hendrix

and thought provoking."
Jarrett is a graduate of Ridgeway High School. He was
a member of the Ridgeway Orchestra and Chamber
Orchestra, as well as the Drama Club. Jason participated in
the Memphis Youth Sinfonia, part of the Memphis Youth
Symphony program, and studies violin. He haswon medals
at the West Tennessee Solo andEnsemble Festival, and is
an active member of the youth group and choir at Gospel
Temple Baptist Church.
A talented athlete,
played varsity soccer and
received several awards for
basketball. He also worked

i

on the technical team for
M
musical productions at
Ridgeway. The son of James
(/,
(BSET '91) and Francine
Jarrett. Jason has attended
Jarrett,

•
i

*

Tiger athletic events since
he was young. "I would
like to become a Dreamer.
Thinker. Doer," he says.
Jason Jarrett
"This scholarship will allow
me to pursue a career either
in physical therapy or computer engineering."
Each scholarship is renewable for up to four years,
provided the recipient maintains a minimum gradepoint
average of 2.5 for the first two semesters and 3.0 thereafter.
Recipients must be children or grandchildren of Alumni
Association members. For more information on thepro
gram, call 901/678-2586 or 800/678-8729.
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Still in the game

interviewing from them. Like Art Linkletter

Wink Martindale is keeping good com
pany these days. The quintessential game

In 1993 his production company created

said, 'Kids say the darndest things.'" He

the first block of real-time interactive game

went on to host the teen dance program

shows with "Trivial Pursuit," "Boggle" and

"Top Ten Dance Party."

"Jumble," in which viewers could compete
for prizes by using their telephones.

Martindale was in the studio the night in

show host was honored with a star on the

1954 that DJ Dewey Phillips played Elvis

Hollywood Walk of Fame in June - a star
that resides right next to that of Tom Hanks.
A throng of family, friends and fellow

In explaining his enduring popularity

Presley's record "That's Alright Mama" for

Martindale says simply, "It's just something I

the first time. "The switchboard lit up so

was born to do."

fast Dewey couldn't answer all the calls,"

celebrities braved the intense California sun
to attend the ceremony honoringthe radio
and TV personality. Not bad for a young boy

jMpriP-

who would clip ads out of Life magazine
and practice reading them inthe back room
of his Jackson, Tenn., home. "I was just

he hasn't forgotten his Tennessee roots.

up. It was an unusual sound. That was

He values relationships with family, which

the beginning of Presley-mania." A call
tracked down Elvis at the movies and he
interview. Martindale and Presley remained

phone and people would be listening," says

friends until Elvis' death.

Martindale (BS '57). "I guess it was the

The King of Rock 'n' Roll repaid the early

ham in me."

publicity by doing a guest shot on "Dance

Young Wink (the nickname came from

Party" after he had become a huge star.

a neighborhood friend who couldn't

"That's a day I'll always remember," says

quite pronounce his real name, Winston)

Martindale. "He had just come back from

launched his career in radio as a teenager

includes Sandy, his wife of 31 years, four

was made to Presley's home. His parents
was coaxed to the studio for an on-air

fascinated that you could talk into a micro

Around all the trappings of celebrity,

he remembers. "We knew something was

children, seven grandchildren, one great
gations kept him from appearing in stage
productions. "I never could memorize lines
very well," he adds.
A couple of years after graduation, he
made the leap to Los Angeles, hosting radio
and TV shows on KHJ, and never looked
back. "I had been at WHBQ for seven or
eight years. I told my manager I thought
I had gone as far as I could here andI
wanted to try to make it in a larger market."

grandchild and another on the way.
At 72, Martindale shows no signs of
slowing down. In 2000 he published his
autobiography, Winking at Life. He capital
ized on his timeless appeal by doing televi
sion commercials for travel Web site Orbitz.
com. Martindale recently produced a DVD
to accompany the book The7 Steps to
Stardom: How to Become a Working Actor
in Movies, TV and Commercials.

when he got a job as a disc jockey at his

Soon his career took an unexpected

Sunday school teacher's radio station. He

twist when he was asked to record a pop

attended Lambuth College,but dropped

Life," a daily syndicated radio show heard

version of the county song "Deck of Cards."

out after two quarters. "I thought, 'Who

on more than 200 stations across the

The song reached No. 7 on Billboard's Top

needs this, I'm goingto be a big radio star,"'

country and produced from his home in

100 Pop Chart in November 1959 and sold

Martindale says.

Calabasas, Calif.

more than a million copies. No one was

The future celebrity moved to Memphis,

He is one of the hosts of "Music of Your

While millions may know Wink from TV,

more surprised than Martindale. "Kids were

where he got a job hosting the morning

his heart is never far from radio. "I feel so

buying rock 'n' roll. I thought,'Who's going

blessed. I was there for the tail end of the

show "Clockwatchers" on WHBQ radio.

to buy this semi-religious talking record?"'

While the job went smoothly, his general

He later performed the hit on "The Ed

manager and then-father-in-law convinced

Sullivan Show."

him to continue his education. "They said
no matter how popular youthink you
might be, you still need your education," he
remembers.
At then-Memphis State, Martindale set a
at 4 in the morning, and open up the radio
station at the old Chisca Hotel at 5 o'clock,"
he says. "My show was from 5 to 9 a.m. I

became a popular television personality as

got off the air at 9 and would literally run to

well. After classes at the U of M, he would

my car and sprint out to Memphis State for

head to the studio to do an afternoon

a 10 o'clock class. I got a lot of tickets on

children's show, "Wink Martindale of the

Central. I was barreling out there."

Mars Patrol." Working with kids proved to

WHBQ-TV went on the air and Martindale

Having honed his ad libbingand inter

Love Me Tender. The security was so tight,

viewing skills on the radio, and with a gold

and there were people lined up around the

record, Martindale took a shot at game

block"

show hosting. His success, as both a host

Although Martindale confesses he

busy schedule for himself. "I would get up

Just months after taking the radio job,

Hollywood where he made his first movie,

be good preparation for his future role as

Beatle-mania and the disco craze, and I'm
still playing music."
— By Gabrielle Maxey

and producer, has become nothing short of

didn't like to study, he enjoyed his college

legendary. Martindale ranks second only to

experience. "I had so much fun, Iloved my

Bill Cullen in the number of game shows

time there," he says. "It was like attending

hosted at 19.

Above: Wink receives his star on the
Hollywood Walk of Fame in June.

a small school." His classmates included

His shows include "What's This Song?,"

legendary DJ George Klein, also a close

"Gambit," "High Rollers," "The Last Word,"

Opposite page: Wink as an early-morning DJ
on WHBQ radio; as "Tic-Tac-Dough" game
show host; and as host of "Dance Party,"
which featured a guest appearance by Elvis.
(Photos courtesy of Wink Martindale)

friend of Elvis. Martindale was elected Mr.

and "Debt." The most popular and longest

Fabulous ("kind of a popularity contest")

running of his shows was "Tic-Tac-Dough."

and served as sophomore and junior class

Viewers enjoyed Wink's intentionally bad

vice president. Although he was a speech

puns and his tradition of wearing viewer-

and drama major, his work and family obli-

submitted hats on Fridays.

game show host "I learned a lot about

Sinatra fad. I was there for Presley-mania,
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2006 Distinguished
Alumni Awards

Alumni will reminisce as Department
of Journalism marks half century
September will mark the 50th anniversary of the establishment of

O'Brien (BS '57) began her post-college career as managing edi

the Department of Journalism at the University of Memphis. Among

tor of the Fair Lawn News and the Paramus Clarion in New Jersey.

the events marking that milestone will be a salute to the original

After a brief stint there, she returned to Memphis and became

students at the Journalism Alumni Club's annual banquet Oct. 19.

public information director for the local Red Cross and worked in

Some of the first journalism graduates will gather to reminisce and

retail advertising for Goldsmith's and Shainberg's. After serving as

share the Herbert Lee Williams Award for career accomplishments.

coordinator of public relations for the Memphis District of Holiday

Williams was the founding chair of the department, coming to
Memphis from the prestigious journalism program at the University
of Missouri, where he wrote a biography of President Harry S.
Truman. When asked why he made the move, Williams replied, "I'd
rather be a big fish in a small pond than a little fish in a big pond."
Some minnows in that little pond would grow to have significant
careers in journalism.
In the fall 1956 semester, Pat O'Brien was news editor and pho
tographer for the weekly campus newspaper, the Tiger Rag. Frank
Burrell was sports editor, Charles Holmes was editor and Jerry Morris
would be editor in the spring semester. Bill Burk worked as student
sports information director for then-Memphis State College.
Burk (BS '58), who had already held jobs with United Press
International and the Memphis Mirror, went to work after graduation
with the Memphis Press-Scimitar. He served as assistant city editor,
columnist and other positions until the newspaper closed in 1983.
Burk quickly became an authority on Elvis Presley's career and pub
lished 13 books on the star from 1985-2005. In 1986 he launched
Elvis WorldMagazine, which today has readers in all 50 states
and 92 foreign countries. During his career, Burk received many
professional honors, including UPI Columnist of the Year-Tennessee,
Scripps-Howard Columnist of the Month and Story of the Year for
the National Enquirer in 1973. He has donated scholarships to stu
dents at the U of M and at high schools throughout the Mid-South.
Morris (BS '57) served with the Army in Germany with Elvis
and took a couple of jobs in Memphis before going to work for
Rosengarten & Steinke Advertising Agency in 1963 as a writer and
account executive. In 1976 he bought the company and changed
the name to Morris Advertising Agency, which he ran for more than
20 years. After retiring from the advertising industry,he and his son,

Inn and as senior writer with Ward Archer Advertising, she worked as
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a free-lancer until taking a job in the public relations office of Shelby
State Community College (now Southwest Tennessee Community
College). She continues to work there.

*

Burrell (BA '57) spent his 41-year journalism career working for

##' *

five daily and two weekly newspapers in four states. His first job
after graduation was as sports editor at the Commercial Dispatch
in Columbus, Miss. In the followingnine years, Burrell also was
sports editor at the Daily Dunklin Democrat in Kennett, Mo., and

f««4i

the Evening Herald of Rock Hill, S.C. He left sports to cover general
news for the next 21 years, and then returned to the Memphis area,
where he worked at the Millington Star and the North Shelby Times.

*

f
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Holmes (BS '57, MA '67) went to work as a reporter for The
Commercial Appeal after graduation. He served with Morris and
Elvis in the Army in Germany, appearing as an extra in the movie
G.I. Blues. Holmes returned to campus in 1962 to create and run

versity community relations in 1995, and continued as a part-time
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its first full-time public relations office. He retired as director of uni
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consultant in government relations until his retirementin 2000.
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Holmes served as liaison between police and the press after the
assassination of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr., and liaison between legal
authorities and the press duringthe pre-trial coverage of James Earl

_i

Ray. He received the 1987 Outstanding Journalism Alumni Award,

%
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and in 1999 he was given the Lifetime Achievement Award by the
Memphis Chapter of the Public Relations Society of America. In
The University of Memphis Alumni Association
bestowed its highest honors at the 2006
Distinguished Alumni Awards gala April 29 at the
Tennessee Air National Guard. Kenneth A. May (BBA
'83), Deanie Parker (BPS '77, MPA '88) and Dorothy
Johnson Pounders (BSEd '76, JD '81) were recog
nized as Distinguished Alumni. Robert Stephens
(BSEE '90) was named Outstanding Young Alumnus.
The gala included dinner, live entertainment by the
New Memphis Hepcats and a silent auction.

2004 the Tennessee College Public Relations Association estab
lished an award in his name that is given to a member of outstand
ing accomplishment.
The banquet will begin at 6 p.m. at The Racquet Club of
Memphis. For reservations or more information, call 901/678-2586.

Douglas, started a new franchise business, TAX FORCE.
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Chapters & Clubs
Do we have your e-mail? Most club and chapter
events are publicized by e-mail. Make sure we
have your current address and update your
information online at www.memphis.edu/alumni.

Alumni Association
Tiger Trek
Ride in style with the Alumni
Association to the U of M-Ole
Miss football game Sept. 3 in
Oxford. Game ticket, boxed
lunch, snacks, soft drinks and
entertainment will be provided.
The cost is $130 for Aiumni
Association members and
$140 for non-members. For
more information or reserva
tions, contact Emily Jones at
901/678-1782 or emilyjones@
memphis.edu.

Architecture and
Interior Design
If you are interested in building
a relationship with this club,
contact Kelly Davis at
kdavis9@memphis.edu or
901/678-4373.

Arts and Sciences
The chapter held a "Back to
School" wine and cheese
reception at the Alumni Center
in April. Alumni had a chance
to visit with their favorite
anthropology faculty member.
The chapter will recognize the
achievements of three distin
guished professionals at its 10th
annual awards event Sept 28.
The luncheon will be held from
11:30 a.m. to 1 p.m. at The
Racquet Club of Memphis. For
more information, contact Emily
Jones at 901/678-1782 or
alumnievents@memphis.edu.

Atlanta
The club will continue its long
standing tradition of meeting
32

at Barnacles, 6365 Peachtree
Industrial, for every televised
Tiger event this fall. For more
information on receiving invites
to Atlanta Club events, contact
Fariss Adams (BBA '00) at
farissadams@hotmail.com
or call the Alumni Office at
800/678-8729.

AUSP
The chapter wished gradu
ates farewell with a celebra
tory send-off reception before
Commencement May 6. More
than 100 graduates and family
members attended the event,
held at the Speech and Hearing
Center downtown.

Band
The chapter is proud to
announce that after five years
of fund raising, it has endowed
the Sidney McKay Fellowship.
The chapter was able to
raise more than $35,000 by
coordinating competitions for
area middle and high school
color guards and bands.The
fellowship will be awarded to
a graduate student in instru
mental music education. For
more information, visit www.
tigerbandalumni.com.

Business & Economics
In June the chapter spon
sored a golf tournament at
Quail Ridge Golf Course, with
proceeds benefiting academic
scholarships at the college. Bill
Watkins (BBA '67) was the
honorary chair of the event. On
Sept 14 the college will host its

annual Alumni Day Luncheon
at the Kemmons Wilson
School of Hospitality & Resort
Management. Throughout the
day guest professors will visit
classes, and awards will be
given to outstanding alumni
and friends of the college.
Funds raised will benefit aca
demic scholarships for graduate
and undergraduate students.

Chicago
Club members will gather in
the fall to watch Tiger football.
To join the Chicago e-mail list,
contact club president Jeniene
Wiseman (BSME '03) at
jwiseman21@yahoo.com
or call the Alumni Office at
800/678-8729.

Half Century Homecoming
reception on Oct. 20. For more
information, call 800/6788729 or e-mail alumnievents@
memphis.edu.

Houston
The club will cheer on the
Tiger football team this fall. For
details, contact club president
Robert Stephens (BSEE '90) at
robert.l.stephens@accenture.
com or call the Alumni Office at
800/678-8729.

Law

The club will be gathering in
the fall to cheer on the Tiger
football team. For details,
contact club president
Gary Crooms at gary@
seniorinformation.com or call
800/678-8729.

The Judicial and SCALES
Reception will be held Nov. 13.
Members of the federal, state
and local judiciary, Tennessee
Supreme Court justices,
2006 Law School graduates
and principals participating
in the SCALES project are
honored at this prestigious
event. Law School Reunions
for the Classes of 1971/76,
'81/86,'91/96,'01 and '06
will be held later this fall. If
you are interested in serving

Education

on a reunion committee, call
901/678-2586.

Dallas

The chapter hosted an Education
Alumni Night at a Tiger baseball
game at Nat Buring Stadium in
May. Bettye Archer (BSEd '64),
chapter vice president, threw
out the firstpitch. The chapter
is gearing up foran active fall.
If you are interested in joining
contact Kelly Davis at kdavis9
@memphis.edu or 901/6784373.

Half Century Club
The Memphis State College
Class of 1956 will be celebrat
ing its 50-year anniversary
this fall. The occasion will
be marked with a reunion
weekend. All graduates will
also be invited to attendthe

Luther C. McClellan
In June the chapter hosted a
wine and cheese reception at
the Alumni Center. Chapter
president Corey Pettigrew (BSEd
'00, BA '01, MAT '03) and other
members greeted alumni and
friends. The recently rechartered chapter is preparing
for an active fall. Ifyou are inter
ested in becoming a member,
contact Kelly Davis at
kdavis9@memphis.edu or
901/678-4373.

The Music Society
The Music Society held its
first event in May, a wine and
cheese reception at the Alumni

THE UNIVERSITY OF MEMPHIS

Center. The Music Society
wants to connect with U of M
music graduates, both instru
mental and vocal. If you are
interested in joining, contact
Kelly Davis at
kdavis9@memphis.edu or
901/678-4373.

The University of Memphis is grateful for the support
of all its donors, including the following:
The University and Methodist Healthcare announced the establishment of the Center for
Healthcare and Technology, which will pursue improved patient experiences and outcomes initially
for Memphis and the Mid-South and eventually the nation. The Center is made possible by a

Nashville

$750,000 gift from the Urban Child Institute, a philanthropic organization that focuses on children

Club members met Coach
Daron Schoenrock and enjoyed
a night of Tiger baseball at
Middle Tennessee State
University. In May the club held
Memphis Alumni Night at the
Nashville Sounds baseball game,
and had its annual summer
barbecue at Edwin Warner Park
in July. The club will meet again
this fall. Join the Nashville e-mail

in Memphis, through the Methodist Healthcare Foundation.

list at gotigersgo@nashvilletigers.com and receive invites to
future events. For more informa
tion, visit the club's Web page at
www.nashvilletigers.com or call
800/678-8729.

Nursing
The chapter will host its first
Forensic Nursing Conference
Sept 15 at the Holiday Inn on
campus. Rachell Copeland,
president and founder of
Global Forensic Solutions Inc.,
will be the featured speaker.
Topics will cover the fictional
portrayal of forensic nursing
practices and the actual role
of forensic nurses, historical
milestones of forensic nursing
and forensic nursing principles.
For more information, call
901/678-2586.

'i' The Stern Cardiovascular Center established the Dr. Thomas N. Stern Pre-Med Scholarship at
the U of M in honor of Stern. The scholarship will provide financial resources for U of M students
to complete their final year of pre-med study. The scholarship is open to U of M seniors in the premed program who have a minimum cumulative GPA of 3.50 and a permanent residence in the
Mid-South. The first scholarship is scheduled to be awarded in fall 2007.
'£> Harvard Medical School awarded the University of Memphis' Institute for Gambling Education
and Research a $60,000 grant to fund its Al-Gam (Alcohol and Gambling) research program. The
program is studying a brief treatment for college students with alcohol and gambling problems.
'i> The Memphis Runners Track Club has made a gift in the amount of $30,000 to establish a
scholarship in honor of Frank L. Horton to benefit the U of M'strack and field program.
SunTrust has established the SunTrust Scholars program in the Fogelman College of Business
and Economics and the Rudi E. Scheidt School of Music to fund high-ability students from Shelby
County.
tik The Gilliland Family Fund Inc. established the Robert G. Ring Program in Applied Engineering
at the FedEx Institute of Technology. The purpose of the program is to fund research in the area of
applied sciences at the Institute, with emphasis on projects that may promote economic growth
within the University's region of service.
'Sir The Federal Express Corporation has given the U of M and the Art Museum its collection
of fine art purchased in Memphis during the 1980s. The gift comprises more than 134 paintings,
prints and photographs, and one large tapestry by the late well-known artist Henry Easterwood.
Many of the works are in series, likethose by the late Adele Lemm, a founder of the Art Today
organization. Works by some of the luminaries of modernism in the region are included in the
gift, including Burton Callicott, William Eggleston, Bill Christenberry andTed Faiers. There also are
pieces by Nancy Cheairs, Robert Riseling, Lisa Rivas, William Dunlap and Alex Jankowski. Many of
the works were exhibited at the Art Museum this summer. Some will be displayed in other campus
facilities in the future.

Parents Club
Throughout the summer the
Parents Club had a presence at
every session of New Student
Orientation as volunteers
worked to recruit parents to join
the Alumni Association.
The Parents Club is now
accepting nominations for
"Parents of the Year." For more
information, contact Lauren
Isaacman at 901/678-2333
SUMMER 2006

University College

ship so it can continue to help
students with the cost of books.
If you would like to assist with
this effort, call 800/678-8729.

The chapter provided coffee
and cookies for University
College students during finals
last semester in Manning Hall.
The board is working to estab
lish a permanent book scholar

The Young Alumni hosted
an event at Newby's in April.
Guests feasted on crawfish
while listening to acoustic

or e-mail lisaacmn@memphis.
edu.

Young Alumni

jams by Gabby Johnson, Early
Maxwell and Aurora. If you are
35 or younger and would like
to be involved in Young Alumni
activities, e-mail
alumnievents@memphis.edu
or call 800/678-8729.
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1950
Roy Martin (BS), assistant
professor of clinical ethics at
the University of North Texas
Health Science Center, was pro

expand downtown Dallas.

Best Lawyers in America for the

T. Gaillard "Gil" Uhlhorn

Crawford is president of client

1975

1Oth time for his expertise in

(BA) joined the Memphis law

services for the Jackson Walker

Yvonne K. Chapman (BA,

the defense of legal malprac

office of Bass, Berry & Sims.

law firm of Dallas.

JD '79, MA '93) is CLE

tice claims.•

moted to a full-time position in

1971

Orientation Program developer

Forrest May (BBA, MBA '70)

the Department of Education.

joined Lan One as managed

He lives in Fort Worth.

<

services sales manager.

John Pitts (BS) was named

1970

to the 2005 Class of Eagles
by the Chickasaw Council of

1974

with the Washington State

Douglas B. Earthman (JD)

Bar Association. Chapman is

of the Glankler Brown law firm

developing the curriculum for a

was listed as a leading attorney

four-hour orientation program

in the area of real estate

new lawyers must take before

and secured lending by the

admission to the bar and coor

Chambers USA Guide.

dinating with judges' associa
tions, local bar associations and

the Boy Scouts of America in
recognition of his service and
dedication to scouting.
Joseph K. Willcox

1959

Betty Rich Hendon (MA)

Lt. Col. Robert W. Canfield

had her biography published

Jr. (BBA) received a Lifetime

in the premier edition of Great

Achievement Award from the

Women of the 21st Century.

Donald J. Valdez (BS, JD '75),

The retired teacher and

retired vice president of anti-

U.S. Air Force Academy. #

1962

principal is the author of Paths

that Cross and The Bridge:

Victor L. Robilio Jr. (BBA)

Unexpected Help with Life's

and his brother, John R.S.

Crossings. Hendon is working
on a third book. She and her

Robilio (BA '68, MA '71), were

Donald J. Valdez

piracy legislation and regional

joined the intellectual property

husband, Drexel Hendon (BS
'61, MEd '66), have lived in

Bates. He lives in Mansfield,

Memphis and Germantown for

Texas.

Business Awards. Victor is presi

decades.

dent of Victor L. Robilio Co. Inc.
and John is secretary/treasurer.

McMackin, McClane, Hall &

1968

1969

They share equal ownership of
the wholesale wineand spirits
company.

county court systems to imple

affiliate broker with Prudential

ment this new requirement.

Collins-Maury Inc. Realtors,

She and her youngest son live

received MAAR's (Memphis

in the Seattle area.

Joseph K. Willcox (JD), a
practicing attorney for 30 years,

2005 Community Sen/ice

1977

Liberty Building Systems as

was a candidate for General

Award for her work with the

John Cordera (BBA) was

components sales manager.

Sessions judge in the August

Down Syndrome Association of

promoted to managing director

general election.

Memphis and the Mid-South.

of Wunderlich Securities Inc.

1981

R. Hunter Humphreys (JD)

is artistic director of the

of the Glankler Brown law firm

Greenbrier Valley Theatre,

Donald J. Tangora

was listed as a leading attorney

which was named the State

Donald J. Tangora (BSEd) is

in the area of real estate

Professional Theatre of West

president and COO of Edison

and secured lending by the

Virginia. She recently was

Court Inc., a human services

Chambers USA Guide.

awarded the Governor's Award

agency that specializes in the

for Artistic Excellence in West

residential treatment of adju

Barbara C. King (MEd),

dicated juvenile sex offenders.
He also is a senior partner
in Delaware Valley Forensic
Psychological Services, a cor

executive director of the
Exchange Club Family Center,

have three daughters and
two grandchildren and live in
Newton, Pa.

Richard Classman
Richard Classman (BS,

Dr. Camille Dillard Holt

John F. Crawford (BS) was

JD '72), president of the

elected chair of the Central

Glassman, Edwards, Wade &

Dallas Association, which

Wyatt law firm, was selected for

is working to revitalizeand

inclusion in the 2006 edition of

delinquency.
Dale H. Tuttle

(EdD) was named director

Deanie Parker (BPS, MPA

Dale H. Tuttle (BBA, JD '77)

of the intern program in the

'88), president of the Soulsville

was elected vice chair of the

Department of Teaching and

Foundation, received the

Tennessee Judicial Selection

Learning at Peabody College of

2006 Diversity Memphis

Commission, which is respon

Vanderbilt University. She is in

Humanitarian Award. *

sible for interviewing and

her fifth year there.

1978

applicants for courts of record

Zack Waters (JD) published

Mark Heuberger (BA, MA

in Tennessee. He is a partner

Blood Moon Rider, his first

'86) is director of marketing,

in the law firm of Glassman,

novel. He has written numer

membership and training for

Edwards, Wade & Wyatt.

ous scholarly nonfiction articles

The Grant Center. He has

John Jernigan (MS, PhD '98)

about Florida's role in the Civil

served as director of corporate

was named the Tennessee

War.

communications for MLG&W

Society of Professional

for 26 years.

Engineers Memphis chapter's
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Award in the area of youth and

Dr. Camille Dillard Holt

recommending to the governor

Be sure to visit
The University of
Memphis Magazine
online at:
www.memphis.edu/
magazine

1982

Wharton Outstanding Woman

rections-based mental health
Tangora and his wife, Judy,

Virginia.

received the 2006 Ruby R.

agency in Bucks County, Pa.

John F. Crawford

Ronald Pugh
Ronald Pugh (BSET) joined

Area Association of Realtors)

1973

Industry Association of America,
practice group of Decker, Jones,

the Year during theMemphis

Martine Hobson (BSEd), an

Cathey C. Sawyer (MFA)

counsel for the Recording

named finalists for Executive of

Business Journal's Small

1979

SUMMER 2006

John Jernigan

2006 Outstanding Engineer

1986

David P. Knox (BBA, JD '99)

Amy Chiozza (BBA), first vice

of the Year. Jernigan is special

joined the legal department of

president in the Equity Capital

projects engineer with Ellers,

Smith & Nephew as a senior

Markets Division of Morgan

attorney/employment.

Keegan & Co. Inc., received the

Oakley, Chester & Rike, a
subsidiary of Smith Seckman

Outstanding Support Award

Reid Inc.
Jack B. Tuter (JD) was

John Koski (BA) was named

during the Circle of Excellence

to The Memphis Food Bank's

Employee Awards.

board of directors. 0

appointed to the Broward

Carla Cutsinger (BA) is presi

County Circuit Court in Fort

1989

dent of Fringe Hair Co. Inc.

She also received the Greater

1996

Julie Ware Dorian (BSEd,

Cincinnati Business Courier's

Ryan Hertter (BSEE) is a

MEd '94), a CLUE teacher at

"40 Under 40" Award. Fasold,

senior engineer with Ellers,

Snowden School, received

vice president of communica

Oakley, Chester & Rike Inc.,

national board certification

tions and public affairs for

where he is responsible for

from the National Board

Citigroup, lives in the Cincinnati

mechanical engineering design.

of Professional Teaching

area with her husband, Ed.

He had been a project engi

1991

1993

neer for Stanley Jones Corp.

Standards. She is married to

James Cathey (MPA) and

Patrick Dorian.

Lauderdale, Fla.

his wife, Lorene Cathey

Aaron Hitchcock (BBA) was

(MSN '06), have moved to

promoted to business develop

1983

Perry Green (BBA) is senior

Knoxville, where he is director

ment manager for Memphis

vice president of wealth strate

Vince DeGutis (BBA, MS '90)

of pharmacy for East Tennessee

Motorsports Park.

gies for Waddell & Associates

Children's Hospital.

was named a managing part

Sharon Haggett

Inc.

of Deloitte Tax.0

Sharon Haggett (BSCE) is
senior project manager with the

1984

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers

Richmond B. Adams (BA)

Wilmington (N.C.) District.

presented his paper "Sectarian

Among the projects she directs

Excess: Sir John Falstaffs

is the Wilmington Harbor

Sociological God-Talk" at

Project, which will deepen 37

the 2006 Sigma Tau Delta

miles of channel in the Cape

Convention in Portland, Ore.

Fear River up to the State Port
of Wilmington and into the

Aubrey L. Brown Jr. (BS, JD

northeast Cape Fear River.

'93) joined the Glankler Brown

1987

viously was a member of the

Jennilyn Utkov (MBA) is

Armstrong Allen law firm.

was certified as a neurosci-

Signature Advertising.

tional leadership with a con

ence registered nurse by the

centration in higher education

American Board of Nursing

Josh Miller (BBA) is vice presi

at Central Michigan University.

Specialties.

dent of commercial lending for
Paragon National Bank. 0

Zeta Phi Beta Sorority. Guinn

'05) of Methodist University

Tanja L. Thompson (JD) is

Lori J. Keen (JD) was named

is director of minority student

Hospital was certified as a neu-

a member of the Kiesewetter

a partner in the law firm of

services at Central Michigan.

roscience registered nurse by

Wise Kaplan Prather law firm. *

Wyatt
James F. Horner Jr.

1985

administrative director of

Lisa Foley (BBA) is executive

marketing for Le Bonheur

Lynn Field (BBA, JD '93) was

JD '93) was named a partner

Children's Medical Center.

named chief compliance officer

in the law firm of Glassman,

for Methodist Le Bonheur

Edwards, Wade & Wyatt.

1988

pleted her doctorate in educa

James F. Horner Jr. (BBA,

Healthcare.
Patrick Siano Jr. (BBA) was

La Don Jones (BPS) was

the American Board of Nursing

Glassman, Edwards, Wade &

vice president and retail bank
Trust Bank.

an account manager with

the Year 2006" award from

Lori J. Keen

law firm as a member. He pre

ing division manager for 1 st

Brad Anderson (BFA) is

Methodist University Hospital

Pamala Turner (BSN, MSN

Aubrey L. Brown Jr.

the Department of English at
Carbondale.•

Alisa Moore (BSN) of
Traci L. Guinn (BBA) com

She also received the "Zeta of

He is a doctoral student in
Southern Illinois University in

1997

Traci L. Guinn

ner for the Tennessee practice

named vice chancellor for com

1990

named a vice president at

munity affairs at the University

Kevin S. Baltier (BBA) of

McDonnell Insurance.

of Tennessee Health Science

the Edward Jones office in

Center.

Collierville achieved the profes

Howard B. Manis (JD) was

Specialties.

1998

Monica Zanone (BBA) is

'99, JD '03) was promoted to

account manager for MBI.

senior vice president at Morgan

named vice president of Lewis
Michael Tichenor (JD) is

& Knowlton Financial Group.

living in Miami and has passed
the Florida Bar Exam.

1994

Ed Brundick (BBA, MBA

1995

Keegan & Co. Inc.

1992

Kim Barnett (BA, EMBA

Brian S. Faughnan (JD)

Mariann Barksdale (JD) was

'95) is a senior manager in

joined the law firm of Adams

promoted to assistant gen

Memphis World Hub for FedEx

and Reese as a partner in the

eral counsel for Methodist Le

Express. He also serves as pres

new Memphis office. He had

Bonheur Healthcare.

ident of the Fogelman College

been a member of Armstrong

of Business and Economics

Allen.

Alumni Chapter. •

sional designation of Certified
Financial Planner.

Angie Herron (BA) is director
of marketing and communi
cations for The Leadership
Academy.

Photos submitted to The University of Memphis Magazine for "Columns"
must meet minimum print requirements. Hard copy photography should be
no smaller than 2x3 and of original quality — no color laser copies or inkjet
outputs, please. Electronic files should be no smaller than 600 x 900 pixels.
Contact Gaby Maxey at gmaxey@memphis.edu for more information.

Johnna Reeder Fasold
Johnna Reeder Fasold (BA)
was appointed to the Kentucky
Community and Technical
College Board of Regents.
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Danny Valle (BSET) was

2003

elected president of the

David M. Bell (JD), an

AIA (American Institute of

assistant public defender, was

Architects) Memphis board of

named one of Shelby County

directors.

Government's "Outstanding
Performers" for the 2004-

1999

05 fiscal year. He started a

Nikki Glasscock (BBA, MS

program with Memphis City

'02) was promoted to tax

Schools to teach students

senior with Brundige, Payne &

about responsible driving

Co. CPAs.

practices.

Scott E. Hicks (MA) published

Jennifer White

his first novel, The Shattering
Light of Stars.
Allison T. Gilbert (JD) is a
member of the Harris

Howard "Nick" Nickelson

Beth Simkanin (BA) joined

of corporate and foundation

Liberty Building Systems as

relations for St. Anthony's

marketing manager.

Shelton Hanover Walsh law

(BA) married Ashley Voght in

firm. She concentrates her

Medical Center in Morrilton,

October. They moved from

practice in real estate, including

Ark.

Paris, France, to Charlotte, N.C.,

commercial and industrial; cor

for his promotion to division

porate real estate acquisitions;

manager with Ethicon Inc.

sales, lendingand financing;
and land use and zoning.

Larry Messing (BA) moved

Beth Simkanin

Jennifer White (BA) is director

2000

2001

Emily A. Farrow (JD) is an
associate attorney with Harris
Shelton Hanover Walsh.

Sean A. Carroll (MBA) is

Apperson, Crump & Maxwell as

a staff auditor with Ison &

an associate attorney.

Decosimo.

J. Benjamin Earthman (JD)
was named 2006 Pro Bono for

2005

Mark L. Hart (BBA) is general

Nonprofits Attorney of the Year

James T. "Jamie" Frakes

manager of BellSouth Security

by the Mecklenburg County Bar

(EdD), director of the Small

Systems Protection One.

Association. The Charlotte, N.C.,

Business Development Center

from Colorado to Illinois,
Geoffrey Hirsch (JD) joined

resident is an associate with the

where he is president of Junior

at Dyersburg State Community

the Bogatin Law Firm's busi

Kimberly Hodges (JD), an

law firm of Mayer, Brown, Rowe

Achievement of Rock River

College, was named to

associate with the law firm

& Maw, where he practices in

Valley. Messing had been

Missouri's Hazardous Waste

Lewis, Fisher, Henderson,

the areas of structured finance

development manager for JA
Worldwide. He is married to

Claxton and Mulroy, was

Management Commission. He

and securitization.

appointed to the Young

lives in Portageville, Mo.

Miriam Messing and has two

Lawyers Division of the

Chelsey J. Hunter (BS)

sons, James and Chris.

W. Aaron Hall (JD) is an

Memphis Bar Association

received a doctor of pharmacy

associate with the Bailey Law

House of Delegates.

degree from the University

Firm, where he practices in

of Tennessee Health Science

the areas of estate planning,

Center. She is a clinical phar

probate, elder law and business

macist at Baptist Memorial

planning.

ness, corporate and securities
practice.
Jim Moultrie (MHA) is
principal broker with Enterprise
Realtors Inc.

Marty Sewell (MCRP)
Kathryn Schwie (BA) received

is a senior planner in the

her master's degree in human

Kennesaw, Ga., office of

resources from Rollins College
in Winter Park, Fla. She works in
the meetings, conventions and
special events industry. •

MACTEC Engineering and
Consulting Inc. He had been a

Sean A. Carroll

Jason D. Nowlin (JD) joined

Hospital. #

Show your Tiger pride and
support the programs of the
University of Memphis
by applying for the new
U of M Platinum Visa® Card
from Chase. A portion of each
purchase you make with your
U of M Visa® supports the
University at no cost to you.
Among other benefits, the U of
M Visa® has a low introductory
interest rate and no annual fee,
and you can choose between
two card designs - the V. Lane
Rawlins Clock Tower or the
Tiger Athletics logo.

Ryan Lasiter
Ryan Lasiter (MBA) returned
to Doyle Rogers Company,an

senior planner for the Atlanta

Christie Petrone (MA) is

investments group which speaal-

Brian Tisdale (BBA) is a

Bureau of Planning. •

manager of community affairs

izes in brokering developing

senior account manager with

for Memphis Regional Planned

and investing in commerdalreal

Signature Advertising.

Parenthood.

estate assets, as wellas being
a bankshare holding company.

Go to school right in your own backyard!

Doyle Rogers is headquartered in
Little Rock.#

Students living in four north Mississippi counties (DeSoto, Tunica, Tate and Marshall)
or Crittenden County, Ark., may now be eligible to pay the same tuition rates as Tennessee
residents. This includes undergraduates, transfers, graduate-level students
and those in online degree programs. Call 800/669-2678 or visit
http://www.enrollment.memphis.edu/admissions/appHcations/msa/
for additional information or admissions requirements.

Call 1-888-215-3049
and reference code 44JT
to apply.
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The University of Memphis Alumni Association expresses sympathy to the families and friends of the following individuals:

ALUMNI
(Listed alphabetically by graduation date)

1920S-30S
Dorothy Frazier Evans '31, Feb. '06
Mary Elizabeth Moffatt '31, Feb. '06
Cyndia Alexander Harder '36, May '06

1940S-50S
Elizabeth King Tucker '42, Feb. '06
Carl W. Bailey '50, March '06
Betty Jane Terrell '51, April '06
Sara Mays Pope '52, May '06
John Leroy Wood '53, March '06
John Wise Swepston '53, '55, April '06
Kinneth B. Floyd '55, April '06
Clifford O. Dowell '57, Aug. 05
Kenneth E. Poling '57,March '06
Jay Francis Magdefrau '58, April '06
Jan Craig '59, '71, April '06

1960S-70S
James W. Cross '60, March '06
Mary Eugenia Aston Box '61, April '06

Barbara Brewer Hollingsworth '63, Jan. '06
Charlotte T. Phillips '64, Feb. '06
Anthony Shelton Duane '65, May '06
Agnes Brown Smith '65, Jan. '06
G. Tyronne Blackburn '66, Feb. '06
Marion Dorsey McCaleb '66, Jan. '06
Michael Angelo '67, '72, '80, March '06
Ernest P. Dickerson '67, '68, March '06
Rev. John Allen Dresbach '67, May '06
Lisa Kee '69, Feb. '06
D. Edward Robertson '69, '90, July '05
Betty Bishop '70, Jan. 06
Ruth Hedges Carrier '70, April '06
J. Aaron Taylor '70, March '06
King Edward Hodges '71, April '06
John J. Williams '71, Feb. '06
Martha Sunshine Janda '73, '82, Feb. '06
Manuel A. Crespo '75, Jan. '06
Claire Kearney Groff '75, April '06
Walton Y. Draper III '77, Feb. '06
Constance Gallina '78, March '06
Jeff L. Hemphill '78, March '06
Dr. Robert M. Watson Jr. '78, April '06
Rebecca F. Hudspeth '79, April '06
William M. Riddick III '79, April '06

Membership Matters

1980S-90S
Brad Hancock '80, June '06
Bertrand B. Neely '80, March '06
Laura Grafton Crenshaw '82, Jan. '06
Milton E. Crews Jr. '87, March '06

2000s
Paul "Jason" Archer 01, Feb. '06

FACULTY/STAFF
Thomas Crafton, June '06
Dr. Bobby G. Greer, Feb. '06
Betsy Harris, April '06
Mary Nell Knottek, Jan. '06
Donald B. Matthews, April '06
Nelle Elizabeth Moore, May '06
Markesan Morrison, Feb. '06
Patricia Ann Munford, March '06
Robert H. Murry, May '06
James P. Skipper, April '06
Rev. Robert Meredith Watson Jr. '78, April '06

FRIENDS
Albert Morris Austin, April '05

Eric Jerome Dickey
(BSET'83)

Alumni Association Life Member
since January 2002
University of Memphis
Alumni Association's
Outstanding Young Alumnus of 2003
National Best Selling Author
Chasing Destiny (2006), Genevieve (2005),
Drive Me Crazy (2004), Naughty or Nice
(2003), The Other Woman (2003), Thieves'
Paradise (2002), Between Lovers (2001),
Liar's Game (2000), Cheaters (1999), Milk in
My Coffee (1998), Friends and Lovers (1997),
Sister Sister (1996)
2004 Author of the Year,
African American Literary Award Show
Blackboard Book of the Year award
for Cheaters, 2000

Alumni Association
In 2002,1 made the decision to join the University of Memphis

R°b EvansJMBA '97>< President; Mark Long (BSEE '85), Vice President for Membership;
RirfRn^lWRA"^6 w^o °f
Martin7
m v ' Programs and Events; Mike Neal (BBA '96, MA '98), Vice President for Communication;
Martin Zummach (BA85, jd 93), Vice President for Finance; John T. Lawrence (BS '70), Past President; Dawn Graeter (BBA '86)
Tim Dwyer (BA76JD'80); John Koski (BA '88); Robert Wright (BS '77); Jon McGlothian (EMBA '97);
S
®3);DMary McCollum (BS '94, MA '96, EDS '97); The Honorable Diane Vescovo (JD '80);
Gary Grear (BBA 69), Paul Jewell (BA 78); Kim Barnett (BA '95, MBA '99); Walter Crews (BS '84, MS '91)

Alumni Association as a Life Member. As a proud Memphis
graduate, I am pleased to do my part and give back to the
University that laid the foundation for my future successes. I urge
you to do the same. Show your support and join! Your dues are
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Adbel-Jaber (BA '02) - Chair, Young Alumni
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Student Ambassador Board. Monica Moody Theatre and Dance: Josie Helming (BFA '67); University College: Jerry Hearn (BPS '00Y
Jackson Law: Rusty Reviere (BA '76, JD '79); Nashville Law: Tim Mclntire (JD *03)
Eariss Ada™ (BBA'00); New England/Boston: Bob Canfield (BBA '59); Charlotte:John R.
rermanl'nwnalnH^Kn mX JfHo Wiseman (BSM 03); Dalias: Gary Crooms ('81); Houston: Robert Stephens (BSEE '90);
Jackson' Tenn-; Jim Murdaugh ('70); Little Rock: Dick Torti (BBA '68, MBA '75); Nashville:
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r ' P 99); Washington, D.C.: Kate Sicola (BA '00); Half Century Club: J.B. "Pappy" Latimer
(BS 52), Fraternity Alumni Advisory Council: Gary Grear (BBA'69)
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UofM Aiumni Association and Director of Alumni and Constituent Programs: Tammy
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Hedges, Alumni Coordinators: Lauren Isaacman (BA '01, MA '05),Emily Jones (BA '98) and Kelly Davis (MS '05)

used to fund more than $41,000 in student scholarships.

Join Today 1

You may join by calling 901/678-ALUM or online at
www.memphis.edu/alumni.

THE UNIVERSITY OF MEMPHIS

ALUMNI
A S S O C I A T I O N

Alumni Administrative Staff: Gwen Cook, Tonya Gray, Hannah Newsom and Diana Thompson
Graduate Assistant: Brennan Berg (BA '05)

Advancing, connecting and engaging the University of Memphis family.

901/678-ALUM www.memphis.edu/alumni
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